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can say for this country these days. We were in the black
and we brought with us resources.

If you are looking for a third reason, Mr. Speaker, as to
why we received some equalization, we brought with us
resources, the resources of the continental sheif that we
keep talking about in this Chamber. 'Me fish, the marine
resources, are part of Canada today because they were
brought into Canada by the marriage of Newfoundland
and Canada in 1949. 'Mat is why Canada has fish off its
east coast and that is the only reason it has fish. The fish
were the resource of Newfoundland brought into Cana-
da.

Why do the steel milis in Hamilton, Ontario operate
these days? Because they get their iron from Newfound-
land, from Labrador, the largest exporter of iron ore of
any province in this country. The smelters to process that
iron further and to make steel out of it ought to be in
Labrador, ought to be in Newfoundland. However, we
drive the stuff haif way across the continent so we can
process it i Hamilton, Ontario.

An hon. member: What is wrong with Harnilton?

Mn. Simmons: The member asks: "What is wrong with
Harniton?" The only thing I can think that is wrong with
Hamilton is that it is not in Newfoundland. He cornes
late to the debate, but that is flot unusual for hirn. He
rnissed the context of what I was saying, but I enjoy his
interventions from time to time however uninformed
they might be. There is nothing particularly wrong with
Hamilton. The member rnisrepresents what I was at-
tempting to say. T1here is nothing wrong with Hamilton.
That is flot the issue. It is not a matter of playing one part
of the country agaist another. That is a zero sum game.
Nobody wis in the end. That is not the issue. I was
responding to his colleague frorn Carleton- Charlotte
who had iadvertently, I arn sure, misrepresented a
couple of issues i this House. In the process I was
attempting to tell the House why it is that the equaliza-
tion is not some crumbs from the table that we accept
shamefully i Newfoundland.

Equalization was part of a deal that we made i 1949, a
deal which required us to give up a fair amount,
includig the processing of our raw materials in so far as
mron was concemned, including the manufacturing sector
that I mentioned before, including i particular the
processing of saltfish-

Mr. Thompson: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a point of order.
In passig I have taken notice that the member men-
tioned my ridig of Carleton- Charlotte. I arn not sure if
he did that i the sense of not understanding the issue or
not identifying the ridig properly, but I arn not sure of
what point he is alluding to ini my speech or remarks in
the last couple of days. If he could clanify that, I will
certaily respond to those remarks.

The Acting Speaker (Mr. DeBlois): We are not lin
question or comment period. We are on debate.

Mr. Simmons: I thank my friend from Canleton-
Charlotte for neturnig to the Chamben on this, but did I
undenstand that I said his riding impnoperly?

Mr. Thompson: No.

Mr. Simmons: I arn very sure to what I have alluded
and I arn glad I have the right memben. He is the
memiber for Canleton- Charlotte. In responding to the
NDP member who had spoken previous to my taking the
floor, the gentleman from. Canleton-Charlotte made
some reference to three provinces making payments to
seven provinces.

Simply what I said to the House was that I believe the
member for Canleton- Charlotte must have been think-
ing about the equalization program, because it is under
that prognam, flot under the EPF prognam which we are
now debatig, that kind of payrnent takes place. It is the
equalization that has seven provincial treasunies access
funds and ini effect they corne fnorn the othen three
provinces.

I was saying that in that respect he had inadvertently,
and I used that terni several times, not punposely,
misrepresented the issue. I use that occasion not to point
the fingen at my friend fnorn Carleton- Charlotte but to
show that Newfoundland is one of the seven provinces
he mentions. Not only that, 1 hope I use the occasion to
dernonstrate that Newfoundland and Labrador neceive
equalization payments flot ini sharne or not with heads
bowed. We receive it because it is part of a bargain, a
deal that was made and consurnrated in 1949, a deal
that we locked ounselves into as a province of Canada at
some price.

I used three specifîc examples i the area of the
further pnocessing of iron ore, i the business of man-
ufacturing generally and i the processing of fish in the
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